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Preface – Practical Pointers for English teachers in Bilingual Streams
In my PhD thesis, I argued that English teachers in bilingual streams have an important role to 
play in CLIL. Recent developments place subject-specific literacy at the heart of CLIL. This risks 
side-lining language teachers. Teaching English in a bilingual stream requires English teachers 
to re-think their approach and explore different perspectives on their subject. This preface to 
the report on my PhD provides practical pointers for English teachers, co-ordinators and school 
leaders in bilingual streams. It is designed as a stand-alone section for those who want concise, 
direct advice on what English teachers can do. If you are interested in finding out more about 
my PhD research, the remaining sections explain the background, main findings and suggest 
professional development activities for English teachers and CLIL teams.

Teaching English in a bilingual stream can be a rewarding, inspiring and challenging 
experience. Based on my research and experience carrying out audits, I observed that bilingual 
streams with strong English departments share the following characteristics:

	■ Learners reach a high level in English and in other school subjects.
	■ Learners are confident, consistent users of English.
	■ The CLIL team uses English well and consistently.
	■ The teaching beliefs and approaches of Subject Teachers and English Teachers 

are complimentary and consistent.
	■ English teachers are confident and feel their contributions to the CLIL team 

are valued and facilitated.

How can English teachers make the most of the opportunities available to them in 
bilingual streams?
The first step to creating a successful bilingual stream is making sure all involved share the 
same understanding of what CLIL is. It is important that school leaders understand that 
introducing a bilingual stream has implications for the whole team, including English teachers.

Ask to be included from the start in
	■ plans to implement a bilingual stream;
	■ plans for developing colleagues’ language skills;
	■ professional development activities organised for developing colleagues’ CLIL skills;
	■ making suggestions for how to facilitate (schedule in time and opportunities for) cross-

curricular co-operation between English teachers and subject teachers;
	■ developing a cross-curricular language policy for Dutch, English and 

Modern Foreign Languages.

Why?
Some school leaders assume that English teachers already know how to teach a language, 
so do not need to take part in professional development activities for CLIL. However, not all 
English teachers are aware of what it means to teach English in a bilingual stream. They do not 
all recognise opportunities to teach their own disciplinary content or use content from other 
subjects. English teachers are not automatically comfortable working with subject teacher 
colleagues, and organisational issues can get in the way of attempts of language teachers 
and subject teachers to collaborate. In addition, not all English teachers support learners by 
helping them to see links between all the languages they use and learn at school.
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Teaching English in a bilingual stream has consequences for the English team and the English 
curriculum. Here are some practical tips inspired by the practices I came across in my research.

English department and English curriculum

What Why

Discuss the views of the teachers in the English 
department on how languages are learned. Establish 
agreement (in writing) on how the department sees 
language learning and language teaching.

Aims, activities and assessment are not always aligned 
when teachers’ views on language learning and 
teaching are inconsistent. A learning environment is less 
effective when these points are not aligned.

Discuss the views of the teachers in the English 
department on different types of content in the English 
curriculum (e.g. themes, current events, cultural content, 
literature, other school subjects). Establish agreement (in 
writing) on what content to include.

Not all English teachers share the same views about 
what kind of content to include in the English curriculum. 
They are also not always aware of the variety of 
options.

Start the first year with an introduction to survival skills 
for all languages used in the bilingual stream (e.g. use 
of online translation tools, dictionaries, vocabulary 
learning tools) and language learning strategies (e.g. 
predicting, guessing meaning, skimming, scanning, 
compensatory strategies, self-editing writing).

Not all English teachers support learners by 
emphasising transferable skills between all the 
languages they are learning. Learners do not 
automatically apply what they learn in one language 
class in another.

Select a course book which focuses on skills, 
strategies and vocabulary development rather than a 
grammatical syllabus.

Maximising the opportunity for learners to use English in 
meaningful situations is a basic CLIL principle.

Choose a separate reference book for grammar with 
exercises which can be used as a resource for individual 
work on language points.

It can be useful to draw learners’ attention to language 
points they often use inappropriately in speaking and 
writing tasks. Noticing is more helpful than isolated 
practice of structures.

Draw learners’ attention to different types of English 
– subject-specific (e.g. cell in biology/ maths), general 
academic (e.g. written versus spoken) , every day (for 
social interaction), and culture-specific (e.g. pavement 
versus sidewalk)

In a bilingual stream, learners need to be able to use 
English in a range of contexts.

Design the English curriculum around speaking and 
writing tasks which learners carry out in real life inside 
and outside school.

English teachers can use of a variety of speaking 
and writing tasks from outside school and from other 
subjects. Not all English teachers are aware of the 
possibility of preparing and supporting pupils for writing 
and speaking tasks in other subjects.

Take a genre-based approach to teaching speaking and 
writing (e.g. how to recount events, give explanations, 
describe processes and procedures, present arguments).

A genre-based approach encourages learners to 
transfer knowledge and skills across different languages 
and subjects.

Arrange for English teachers to attend CLIL 
methodology sessions along with subject teacher 
colleagues, using literature or cultural content.

English teachers have their own disciplinary content 
which is not only grammar. One of the issues when 
language and content teachers work together is they 
have different ideas about what content is. When 
English teachers use literature or cultural content as a 
basis for a lesson, their ideas about content and how to 
apply CLIL teaching methodologies are more in line with 
other subjects.
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Teaching English in a bilingual stream also has consequences for co-operation with other 
language teachers and subject teachers in the CLIL team. Here are some of the co-operative 
practices the English teachers in my research implemented.

Co-operation with other language teachers and subject teachers in the CLIL team

What Why

Create structural opportunities in the school calendar 
for teachers to plan, develop materials and teach in 
cross-curricular teams and projects.

Organisational issues prevent teachers from 
collaborating effectively with colleagues.

Create an overview of the expected CEFR attainment 
levels at the end of each year leading to the attainment 
targets set in the Bilingual Stream Standard. Share this 
with the CLIL team.

English teachers and subject teachers can cooperate 
on building pupils’ speaking and writing skills 
across the years.

Link the yearly CEFR attainment levels to the writing 
and speaking tasks learners carry out in other subjects.

It is important for all teachers and learners to 
understand what language level is expected of them.

Work with subject teachers and teachers of other 
foreign languages to develop assessment rubrics 
based on the CEFR for subject-specific writing and 
speaking tasks, using examples of learners’ work 
from previous years.

English teachers, modern foreign language 
teachers, and subject teachers can develop a 
transparent and shared understanding of what they 
expect from learners.

Encourage all members of the CLIL team to use English 
for communication in meetings and in correspondence.

Teachers may have few opportunities to use English 
outside their lessons. To maintain their level of English 
they need practice in a variety of settings.

Consult regularly with language teachers from the 
Dutch department and other Modern Foreign Languages 
to provide input for a language policy and align the 
approach taken across all languages.

Learners are more likely to transfer strategies and skills 
across languages if teachers use consistent approaches 
and terminology.
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Introduction
What is the role of Teachers of English in Bilingual Streams (TEBs)? What challenges and 
opportunities are there for English teachers in their own lessons or when they collaborate with 
subject teachers? And how could teacher education prepare English teachers for this context? 
This publication is for English teachers, subject teachers, bilingual stream coordinators, teacher 
educators and others who would like to know more about the role English teachers can play in 
a Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) context.

The publication presents information, resources, and suggestions for teacher development 
with CLIL teams and Teachers of English in Bilingual Streams based on my PhD research. 
The research explored what it means to be a teacher of the target language in a Content and 
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) context.

Bio
I am a teacher educator in the English department of the Faculty of Education at 
the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences (Hogeschool van Amsterdam - HvA). 
I completed my Doctorate at the University of Amsterdam in April 2020. The research was 
conducted under the supervision of Professor Ron Oostdam (University of Amsterdam) and 
Professor Marjolijn Verspoor (University of Groningen). Read the full thesis.

I carried out the research at the HvA’s Centre for Applied Research in Education. Previously, 
I completed a BA in English and Drama at the University of Exeter, a Diploma in Teaching 
English to Speakers of Other Languages with Cambridge Assessment and an MA in Teaching 
Content through a Foreign Language at the University of Nottingham. I first became involved 
in bilingual education in the Netherlands when participating in a European Project on Content 
and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) in the 1990’s. Since then I have developed and taught 
the first elective specialisation in CLIL in the Netherlands for trainee teachers at Bachelor 
level, co-authored two books on CLIL teaching approaches, and presented and carried out 
workshops on CLIL at conferences across Europe. I am also a CLIL consultant for Cambridge 
Assessment, and regularly chair audit panels certifying bilingual schools in the Netherlands.

Background
My research originated in response to several concerns I came across in my role as a teacher 
educator for Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). Most of the research, teaching 
handbooks and teacher education for CLIL focused on subject teachers in bilingual settings, 
neglecting the position of the English teacher. I also believed insights from first language as 
well as foreign and second language learning and teaching theories could be useful to CLIL 
teachers. Additionally, in my experience, practising and trainee CLIL teachers struggle with a 
gap in teacher education between teaching in theory and teaching in practice.

These concerns led me to explore the nature and range of language teachers’ approaches to 
teaching and collaborating with subject teacher colleagues in a CLIL context. My research 
is underpinned by a conviction that both formal theories based on research literature, 
and practical theories based on teachers’ beliefs and practices should inform educational 
policies, curricula, and teacher development programmes. I wanted to shift the perspective 
of CLIL researchers, teacher educators and those working in bilingual streams to include the 
perspective of the teacher of the target language.

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhdl.handle.net%2F11245.1%2F98c15569-9e2f-4542-8472-9515aa7bac7d&data=04%7C01%7Cpdam%40nuffic.nl%7C87625d3e6b5c4de2ba1c08d9e56b5d96%7C0b88356939c04403a6a9ed60f81be9e5%7C0%7C0%7C637793071572449637%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=Sd4L4zDvlr9ealAWBfuGfpxX0wHuBu3%2FUTQm4FNTTFs%3D&reserved=0
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I carried out four studies, the first concerned language teachers in CLIL contexts all over the 
world. The other three studies took place with participants involved in bilingual schools 
in the Netherlands.
1. In a literature review, I explored the nature of the pedagogical and collaborative practices 

of language teachers in CLIL contexts.
2. In a focus group study, I asked bilingual school auditors, subject teachers, and English 

teachers what they thought an ideal English teacher should do in their own lessons and 
when collaborating with colleagues.

3. In a survey, I asked a larger group of English teachers what they thought an ideal English 
teacher should do, and what they themselves did.

4. In a case study, I collected and analysed detailed examples of what English teachers in 
bilingual streams do.

Thank you
Teacher development and teachers’ experiences lie at the heart of this research. It would not 
have been possible without the cooperation of the many inspiring teachers working in bilingual 
education in the Netherlands who generously shared their ideas, materials, and time with me. 
It was an absolute privilege to work with them. I hope you enjoy reading about their practices 
as much as I enjoyed learning from them.

How to use this publication
The publication is divided into two parts.

Part 1 describes the main findings of the four studies and shares the overall conclusions along 
with implications for teacher education.

Part 2 provides ideas on how to use some of the findings from the research for professional 
development activities with teachers of English in bilingual streams alongside or independently 
of subject teacher colleagues.

The information and resources can be used by teachers individually or in teams, in pre-service 
or in-service training, with the support of teacher educators, or independently.

Note on terminology
Subject Teachers: teachers of school subjects in English such as history or geography in a 

bilingual stream

English Teachers: Teachers of English in a Bilingual Stream (TEBs)1

Auditors: members of bilingual school audit panels (visitatoren in Dutch) 
responsible for certifying bilingual schools in the Netherlands

1 In the first study which reviewed international literature, I refer to language teachers because the target language in CLIL 
across the world is not always English.
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Main findings

1. Literature Review
In the literature review, I found a wide range of ideas about what language teachers in a CLIL 
context could teach, which theories underpin these, and issues when language and subject 
teachers cooperate. To streamline the findings, I created five topics;

	■ Types of language;
	■ Aspects of language;
	■ Types of content;
	■ Theories informing pedagogical practices;
	■ Issues for language teachers’(LTs’) collaborative practices.

Then for each topic, I identified the main themes in the literature. Table 2 gives an overview 
of the five topics (column 1) and the themes (column2). It shows, for example, that language 
teachers can focus on different types of language (subject-specific, classroom, general 
academic, general everyday or culture-specific such as British or American English). They can 
also focus on different aspects of language, and on different types of content. Different theories 
may inform what and how they teach and when they collaborate with subject teachers, they 
may face a number of issues.

Table 1. Overview of language, content, language learning theories and collaboration issues 
found in the literature (Dale, Oostdam & Verspoor, 2018a)

Topic Theme

Types of language Subject-specific
Classroom
General academic
General everyday
Culture-specific

Aspects of language Content/meaning only
Vocabulary
Grammar
Functions, skills, strategies
Discourse

Types of content School subjects
Thematic content
Cultural content
Language as content

Theories informing 
pedagogical practices

Second Language Acquisition
Systemic Functional Linguistics
Socio-cultural theories
Cultural theories

Issues for LTs’ 
collaborative practices

Lack of expertise, knowledge and skills
Balancing language and content
Varied understandings of learning and teaching processes linked to disciplinary and 
cultural identities
Inequalities in power and status
Organisational factors

The literature made it clear that language teachers in CLIL contexts may have different 
identities, their focus may vary and the choices they make depend on context, the level of the 
learners and teachers’ own background and preferences. I concluded that one size would not 
fit all and that the field of language teaching in a bilingual stream is not fixed, but dynamic.
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To help language teachers and teacher educators explore and explain the available choices, 
I developed a framework based on the findings of the literature review, to represent the field 
of language teaching in bilingual education (figure 1). The framework uses two juxtaposed 
continua to form four quadrants.

Figure 1. A framework for language teaching in bilingual education 
(Dale, Oostdam, and Verspoor, 2018a)

Culture-specific

Language/Form

Content/Meaning

Subject-specific

1 Literature/Language Arts

Identify metaphors in Shakespeare

2 Language and communication

Practise the language of debating

3 Content support

Create a speaking activity 
for biology with the ST

4 Subject- specific language

Do a writing task 
in the English lesson for geography
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A horizontal continuum stretches from content/meaning (when language using is content-
determined and meaning-focussed) to language/form (when language learning involves form 
focus and grammatical awareness). On this continuum, the language teacher can choose a 
focus ranging from content-meaning through discourse2, language functions3, skills4, strategies5, 
vocabulary, or grammar to language structures and forms.

A vertical language discourse continuum represents two discourse communities6. At the top, in 
a culture-specific discourse community, learners are learning to communicate with members of 
communities where the target language is spoken. At the bottom, in a subject-specific discourse 
community, they are being apprenticed into the discourse of school subjects (e.g. the language 
of science). They learn to think, speak, and write like a subject specialist (e.g. a historian or 
a scientist). On this continuum, the language teacher can choose a focus on culture-specific 
language (order food in a restaurant), general academic, classroom (ask questions about group 
work), or subject-specific language (describe a graph in maths).

The resulting four quadrants represent different approaches for language teachers in bilingual 
streams, based on the literature, as follows:

	■ In quadrant 1, a culture-specific orientation combines with a content orientation to 
create a language teacher focus on literature or language arts (e.g. different types of 
metaphor in Shakespeare).

	■ In quadrant 2, a culture-specific orientation combines with a language orientation to create 
a language teacher focus on language and communication (e.g. the language of debating).

	■ In quadrant 3, a subject-specific orientation combines with content orientation to create a 
language teacher focus on supporting learners’ understanding of subject content: content 
support (e.g. plan and evaluate a speaking activity for biology with the subject teacher).

	■ In quadrant 4, a language orientation combines with a subject-specific orientation to create 
a language teacher focus on subject-specific language (e.g. learners practice a cause and 
effect writing task in the English lesson for geography).

The framework is explicitly descriptive rather than prescriptive. It allows for open discussion 
of the range of practices available to language teachers, but does not imply that, based on 
empirical evidence, any specific practice is preferred.

2. Focus group study
In the focus group study, I asked auditors, subject teachers, and English teachers what they 
thought an ideal English teacher teaching in a bilingual context should do. This allowed me 
to gather and compare the views of those working in the field of bilingual education with the 
ideas expressed in the literature I had reviewed. The results showed that the ideals expressed 
in these focus groups reflected the variety found in the literature.

The study also showed that some English teachers and auditors favoured an emphasis 
on language and communication (quadrant 2 of the framework), while others embraced 
opportunities for including literary content (quadrant 1) and supporting or collaborating 
with subject teachers (quadrants 3 and 4). Furthermore, although some English teachers and 
auditors were reluctant to advocate an advisory role for English teachers (as in quadrant 3), 

2 How to write a paragraph or essay
3 Persuading, suggesting, comparing
4 Speaking, writing, listening, reading
5 Guessing unknown words, describing a word you can’t remember
6 A group of people who share a way of using language to communicate
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subject teachers acknowledged and welcomed the expertise of English teachers. The study 
demonstrated that the framework had potential for exploring, describing, and clarifying the 
potential roles of language teachers in bilingual streams.

3. Survey
In my survey, I used the input from the focus groups and the literature study to create more 
concrete descriptions of practices associated with the four quadrants of the framework. I 
specified nine pedagogical aspects of curricular choices facing English teachers, based on 
current views of effective general and second language teaching practices. These included 
the aims teachers formulate, the teaching materials they select, the areas they focus on in 
terms of understanding and language, the types of speaking and writing assignments they set 
and what they grade and give feedback on. Table 2 provides an overview of these practices. 
The first column lists nine pedagogical aspects which could feature in English teachers’ 
practice, individually or in cooperation with subject teacher colleagues. The remaining columns 
show, per quadrant, what an English teacher’s practice could involve.
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Table 2. Overview of practices associated with the four quadrants of the framework for TEBs 
(Dale, Oostdam, and Verspoor, 2018b)

Pedagogical aspect Quadrant 1  
literature and language arts

Quadrant 2  
language and communication

Quadrant 3  
content support

Quadrant 4  
subject-specific language

Aim Learners can interpret and analyse literary 
and non-literary texts

Learners can understand, speak and 
write effectively in English in everyday 
situations

Support ST colleagues in understanding 
and using CLIL skills

Learners can understand, speak and write 
effectively in other subjects taught in English 
(e.g. presentations for history, lab reports for 
biology)

Teaching materials Use literary and non-literary texts (e.g. short 
stories, novels, poetry, drama,advertising texts 
etc.)

Use general English teaching materials 
(e.g. a standard EFL course book with 
supplementary materials on current 
events/English speaking media)

Support STs in choosing and adapting 
course materials

Use course materials from other subjects 
taught in English (e.g. videos and/or course 
texts from a biology lesson)

Focus of understanding A variety of mainly literary texts General everyday English Support STs to help learners understand 
the content of course materials

Language of materials used in other subjects 
taught in English

Focus on language Analyse language use in literary texts Teach grammatical structures and 
general, everyday vocabulary following 
a fixed order from simple to more complex

Support STs in noticing and teaching 
grammatical structures and subject-
specific vocabulary in course materials in 
other subjects taught in English

Teach grammatical structures and vocabulary 
as they appear in course materials in other 
subjects taught in English

Prepare writing and speaking 
assignments

Have learners prepare for analysing texts 
in English lessons

Have learners prepare writing and 
speaking assignments for everyday 
communication skills in English lessons

Support ST colleagues in designing 
writing and speaking assignments for 
their subjects

Have learners prepare writing and speaking 
assignments for other subjects taught in 
English

Carry out writing and speaking 
assignments

Have learners carry out writing and speaking 
assignments for analysing texts in English 
lessons

Have learners carry out writing and 
speaking assignments for everyday 
communication skills in English lessons

Design language support for learners 
when carrying out writing and speaking 
assignments for other subjects taught in 
English (e.g. writing or speaking frames/
scaffolds)

Have learners carry out writing and speaking 
assignments for other subjects taught in 
English

Peer review writing and speaking 
assignments

Have learners peer review writing and 
speaking assignments for analyzing texts in 
English lessons

Have learners peer review writing and 
speaking assignments for everyday 
communication skills in English lessons

Support ST colleagues in designing peer 
review activities for writing and speaking 
assignments in their lessons

Have learners peer review writing and 
speaking assignments for other subjects taught 
in English

Grading Give grades for English based on essays and 
open questions on text interpretation

Give grades on vocabulary and grammar 
tests and/or reading and listening 
comprehension tests, speaking and 
writing assignments linked to the CEFR

Give grades based on tests for other 
subjects taught in English (e.g. language 
use in open test questions for biology or 
history)

Give grades for speaking and writing 
assignments from subjects taught in English, 
linked to the CEFR (e.g. a presentation for 
biology, a history essay)

Feedback Give feedback on language use in writing and 
speaking assignments analysing texts

Give feedback on writing and speaking 
assignments for general, everyday 
English

Give feedback on ST colleague’s use of 
English in lessons, materials and tests

Give feedback on writing and speaking 
assignments for other subjects taught in 
English
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This overview then enabled me to create and carry out a survey for English teachers to explore 
both their ideals and their practices. The results of the survey showed that English teachers 
in a bilingual stream favour practices associated with communicative language teaching 
(quadrant 2) and the teaching of literature (quadrant 1) over teaching subject-specific 
language (quadrant 4) and supporting subject teachers (quadrant 3).

4. Case study
In addition to showing that a wide range of ideals and practices are available to English 
teachers in bilingual streams, the literature review, focus group study, and in particular the 
survey also showed that not all English teachers were aware of the options open to them in a 
bilingual context. Furthermore, no detailed descriptions of how teachers of English in bilingual 
streams might shape their practices were available. I approached English teachers who had 
participated in the focus group study or survey, explained the quadrants in the framework 
for language teaching in bilingual streams, and asked them to identify practices which they 
felt would illustrate each quadrant. They then described their practice, shared examples of 
materials they used and when possible, arranged for observation of the practice. I collected 
two examples per quadrant. Using this information, I created a description of the practice in the 
form of the eight vignettes which follow (Dale, 2020).

Literature/Language arts

Quadrant 1 Literature/ Language Arts

Vignette 1A Horror Stories

During lessons, pupils read and analysed abridged versions of horror stories 
(e.g. Frankenstein, The Call, The Ash Tree), and watched a horror film (The Others). 
The teacher formulated content aims (e.g. learners can recognise and describe literary 
devices in a horror story) and language aims (e.g. learners can write a comparative 
essay, use linking words). Lesson materials included teacher presentations, handouts 
and online teaching resources (e.g. a TED Ed video, a sample learner’s paragraph). 
Classroom activities included teacher-led discussions, individual, pair and group work 
analysing the literary devices used in Horror stories along with speaking activities 
(e.g. pitch a short story collection of horror stories to a publisher) and structured 
writing activities (e.g. write a compare and contrast paragraph using a Point, Evidence, 
Explanation [P.E.E.] model and linking words).

As a summative assessment, learners could choose to write an 800 word horror 
story or an 800 word essay comparing and contrasting two of the horror stories 
analysed in class. A grade for this final writing assignment was given using a rubric 
which assessed content (quality of comparison or horror story elements, e.g. setting), 
structure (organisation of ideas or plot development, use of footnotes) and language 
(appropriacy, number of grammar and spelling mistakes). Pupils received written 
feedback on their writing assignment in annotations by the teacher on spelling, 
grammatical accuracy, content and essay structure, along with a ‘tip’ and a ‘top’.
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Quadrant 1 Literature/ Language Arts

Vignette 1B Romeo and Juliet

During lessons, pupils watched, read, performed and analysed excerpts from 
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. The teacher identified language aims (e.g. to introduce 
the learners to the language of Shakespeare and the story of Romeo and Juliet). 
She reported her focus was language rather than content. Lesson materials included 
music (Prokofiev’s ballet, Depeche Mode’s ‘New Dress’), teacher presentations, a 
project booklet, handouts, video (Baz Luhrmann’s film starring Leonard Di Caprio), and 
newspaper headlines. Classroom activities included teacher-led discussions, individual 
work (e.g. drawing in response to Prokofiev’s music) and pair and group work analysing 
the language of the play (e.g. learners identified literary devices such as consonance, 
sibilance and assonance and the rhyme scheme in the prologue). They also included 
drama (e.g. choral whole class performance of the prologue, insult hurling, performing 
an Elizabethan dance) and creative writing tasks (e.g. write a tabloid gossip article 
reporting on the party scene).

As a summative assessment, learners created a group performance of the second 
prologue and a written rationale for their performance and wrote a 1000 – 1200 word 
essay from a choice of 5-6 titles, exploring a theme in the play. Pupils received verbal 
feedback in class on their performance of the prologue and written feedback with 
a compliment, a point for development and a grade for use of voice and creativity. 
Feedback on the essay was based on assessment criteria which assessed language 
(appropriacy, number of grammar and spelling mistakes), content (explanation of 
themes in the play, use of quotes as evidence) and structure (organisation of ideas).

Language and communication

Quadrant 2 Language and communication

Vignette 2A The Blurb

During lessons, pupils read and listened along to a podcast of a book review and wrote 
and discussed blurbs for the back cover of a book about a story they imagined they 
had written. The teacher identified language aims (learners develop critical thinking, 
argumentative speaking, and fluency). The lesson had no content aims. Lesson materials 
included an online book review, (an article and podcast from a language teaching 
magazine about the teenage author of the book), assignment handouts, and a website. 
Classroom activities included teacher-led discussions, individual, pair and group work 
introducing, reading and listening to the magazine article and reading comprehension 
and vocabulary exercises. Learners also wrote a 50-150-word blurb and held group 
discussions to choose the best blurb using set phrases for expressing an opinion.

As summative speaking and writing assessments for this term, learners talked in pairs 
about their holiday plans and planned a trip for relatives visiting the Netherlands. 
They carried out two writing tasks: a 100-150-word description of a situation they will 
never forget and two paragraphs comparing two friends in 80-120 words. These were 
graded with a rubric based on external exams. The speaking rubric had five headings 
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- communication (interaction with the examiner), content (ability to speak about the 
holiday plans and trip) pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar (use of appropriate 
structures for the task and A2 CEFR level). The writing rubric had four headings - 
content organisation (paragraphing, spelling and grammar), accuracy (vocabulary), 
range of grammatical structures and task completion. Pupils received verbal feedback 
and a completed assessment form on their speaking test, and a completed rubric for 
the writing test.

Quadrant 2 Language and communication

Vignette 2B United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

Most lessons involved two or three activities. Every English lesson started with pupils 
reading silently from novels for 10 minutes. They worked from a course book and/or 
on the UNEP booklet. The teacher identified language aims for the project (learners 
develop the language of persuasion and discussion and vocabulary for environmental 
issues) and process aims (e.g. to develop planning and cooperation skills). The project 
has no content aims. Lesson materials included online videos, a project booklet with 
illustrations, project time-line, language prompts for discussions, persuasive techniques, 
rubrics, and progress forms. Classroom activities included teacher-led explanations, 
an orientation selecting a specialisation in air, sun, earth or water and group work 
brainstorming, designing a product or invention to solve an environmental issue, creating 
a script, storyboard and video of an infomercial or funding pitch for their invention.

As a summative assessment, learners presented a group video and participated in a 
group discussion on the products or inventions. Learners provided peer feedback on the 
videos. A group grade was given for the video, and an individual grade for the discussion. 
Both were based on rubrics. The video rubric assessed task effectiveness, (use of 
persuasive techniques), task completion (elements of pitch or infomercial), co-operation 
(sharing responsibilities and workload), language (vocabulary range), delivery 
(voice clarity and pronunciation) and accuracy (number of grammatical mistakes). 
The discussion rubric assessed content relevance (staying on topic), vocabulary (range), 
fluency (hesitation, word searching), turn-taking (listening and interrupting politely), 
responding and tone (respect, politeness), accuracy (extent to which mistakes interfere 
with comprehension), pronunciation (intonation and L1 interference). Pupils received a 
copy of each rubric indicating their score with comments reflecting peer feedback in 
class and on the quality of the video and participation in the discussion.
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Content support

Quadrant 3 Content support

Vignette 3A ST observation and feedback

A TEB observed an STs’ 80-minute maths lesson and discussed this with the ST in a 
feedback session. During the school year, the bilingual stream coordinator allocated 
TEBs at this school a group of three to four ST colleagues. The TEB observed and gave 
feedback on one lesson for each of these colleagues and was available to each ST 
as a language consultant for teaching materials and tests. The ST was responsible 
for requesting a visit and advice on language use in teaching materials and tests. 
During the observation, the TEB took notes on the ST’s language use and CLIL teaching 
approach, using a ‘bilingual teacher speaking rubric’ and a CLIL observation form. 
The speaking rubric evaluated comprehension (understanding speech at a normal rate 
of speed), fluency (flow, word searching), vocabulary (variety and range), grammar 
(appropriate tenses and adjective placement).

The CLIL observation form evaluated the teacher’s English, teaching approach and 
written work and asked for ‘tips and tops’. In a feedback session, she reviewed the 
teacher’s language use and CLIL teaching approach. The TEB described language aims 
(to give feedback on the ST’s own language use) and content aims (to give feedback on 
the ST’s encouragement of language use by his learners; his awareness that learners 
may need help expressing their ideas about maths in English). She complimented the ST 
on his language skills, reassuring him that rephrasing is a feature of spoken language, 
highlighting a grammatical point, and pointing out that native-like pronunciation is 
not a requirement. The ST explained he prioritised content (mathematical knowledge 
and skills) above language use and group work in order to prepare year 3 students 
for the upper school. The TEB highlighted learners’ use of Dutch during group work, 
and a learner’s explanation that it was easier to use Dutch than English. The TEB 
suggested ways the ST could design group work so that learners practice explaining 
their reasoning out loud (e.g. he could provide language prompts if appropriate, and 
use an online tool to set working conditions, length of time and randomly select a 
group representative). The ST expressed his appreciation for the TEB’s ideas and 
asked for a link or reference to review CLIL teaching approaches. The TEB composed 
a report on the observation and feedback session for the maths teacher and the 
bilingual stream coordinator.
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Quadrant 3 Content support

Vignette 3B The People Project

First year pupils starting secondary school in the bilingual stream followed an 
integrated CLIL curriculum on the theme of ‘people’ in geography, biology, English 
and history lessons for the first eight weeks of term. STs and TEBs focus on study skills, 
language aims and subject knowledge. TEBs and STs collaborated to co-plan a scheme 
of work, co-plan lessons, co-construct materials, co-assess learner performance, and 
co-evaluate the project as a whole. The main lesson topic for geography was the school 
environment and social versus physical geography, for biology the skeleton, for English 
describing people, and for history early humans. The English department provided 
an overview of the English language curriculum for the STs and each ST created an 
overview of can do statements for language skills (reading, writing, speaking, listening) 
and subject content for their subject. Pupils were given a week by week study planner 
for each subject describing lesson materials and content and language assignments. 
Lesson materials included course books and workbooks, teacher presentations and 
handouts, and online resources. Classroom activities in both language and subject 
lessons included individual, pair and group work creating drawings and mind maps, 
completing language (e.g. in history, vocabulary lists, use of present and past tense) 
and subject content exercises (e.g. use of sources as evidence of early humans, 
circulatory system information gap reading activity).

Assessment was formative only. Pupils produced a European and International 
Orientation portfolio and gave a presentation to parents. They practised giving and 
receiving peer feedback and received spoken and written formative feedback from 
teachers on assignments in class (e.g. put three sample answers in order from weak 
to strong, on answers written on mini whiteboards, write a response to three teacher 
questions on a written assignment).

Subject-specific language

Quadrant 4 Subject-specific language

Vignette 4A Musical English

The English teacher taught Musical English lessons for the first half of the year, the 
music teacher for the second half. During English lessons, pupils listened to, analysed 
and wrote new lyrics to existing songs. In music lessons, they rehearsed, performed 
and recorded their new lyrics to the original music. The teacher identified content aims 
(analyse song lyrics) and language aims (recognise the meaning and use of tenses). 
English lesson materials included spoken word performances, songs, a project booklet, 
handouts, and course book exercises. English classroom activities included teacher 
explanations, individual, pair and group work, listening to songs with gap fill exercises, 
identifying stylistic devices, syllables, sentence stress and grammatical characteristics 
(e.g. tenses) in song lyrics, writing short poems, course book exercises on grammar 
(e.g. definite and indefinite articles) and re-writing song lyrics.
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The summative group assessment was to re-write the lyrics to one of three set songs and 
record their group performing the re-written lyrics. Learners were given a group grade 
for English for their song lyrics and one for music for their musical performance based 
on separate assessment criteria. The criteria evaluated the background information 
learners provided on the song, their use of fitting metre, level of English (spelling and 
grammar), level of English (vocabulary), use of rhyme scheme, whether the assignment 
was complete. Pupils received formative teacher and peer feedback on their song lyrics 
during English lessons. Graded lyrics were returned with grammatical inaccuracies 
circled if they were in structures taught that year, but learners were only marked down if 
mistakes interfered with comprehension.

Quadrant 4 Subject-specific language

Vignette 4 Case 4B Endangered Animals

Most lessons involved two or three activities. English lessons started with pupils reading 
silently from novels for 10 minutes then working from a course book and/or on designing 
and creating a poster on an endangered animal and its habitat and a fund-raising pitch. 
The teacher formulated language skills aims (learners can summarise and organise 
ideas in their own words). The lesson had no content aims. Lesson materials included 
teacher presentations, song, vocabulary exercises, a graded reader on endangered 
animals, a project booklet, online resources provided by the teacher or by learners 
and a multimedia online grammar course book. Classroom activities included teacher 
explanations, individual, pair and group work practising general and subject-specific 
language (e.g. the TEB elicited descriptive verbs - shiver, reverberate, scrub, scurry - from 
the novels learners had been reading and saved them for a future vocabulary quiz, 
animal parts vocabulary, present simple), listening activities (song about deforestation), 
online research, summaries and paragraph writing (e.g. using a graphic organiser and 
writing frame), creating and illustrating a poster, and writing a presentation script.

The summative assessment was the poster and presentation. The poster was graded 
separately for English and biology with a combined individual/group grade. The TEB 
gave individual grades the presentation. She gave feedback on learners’ paragraphs 
in poster annotations, and comments in a completed rubric. The poster rubric assessed 
attractiveness (design, layout, neatness), content (presence of five required elements), 
language (vocabulary accuracy, variety, appropriacy for audience, comprehensibility). 
The presentation rubric assessed how convincing the pitch was (lively, attention 
grabbing, enthusiasm) and bilingual attitude (exclusive use of English, avoiding Dutch). 
Learners received peer feedback (a ‘tip’ and a ‘top’) on their presentations during class, 
and TEB feedback in a rubric.

A possible explanation for the wide range of ideals and practices of English teachers in 
bilingual streams is that their ideas about language teaching may be based on differing 
or conflicting views of language. A distinction has been made between a structure-based 
view of language (which views language as a set of rules) and a dynamic usage-based view 
of language (which views language as a set of conventionalised routines). An explanation 
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of this can be seen in table 3 below. In the case study, I used this distinction to show 
how different views of language learning underpin contrasting approaches to common 
language teaching dilemmas.

Table 3. Language learning views and teaching dilemmas 
(adapted from Rousse-Malpat & Verspoor, in press).

Language teaching dilemma Structure-based Dynamic usage-based

Form vs Meaning Rules are needed to learn the 
language

Frequent exposure to meaningful 
utterances is needed to learn the 
language

Explicit vs Implicit Language teaching should be 
explicit: rules need to be explained, 
practiced and corrected

Language teaching should be 
implicit: patterns are deduced 
implicitly

Fixed vs Variable order Language learning follows a 
predictable, pre-programmed order

Language learning follows a 
variable, individual-dependent order

Explanation and isolated rule 
practice vs Noticing, repetition and 
variety

Rules are learned from simple to 
complex through explanation and 
pattern practice

Constructions are used, 
conventionalised and entrenched 
through lots of repetitions and 
revisiting language forms differently

Deductive vs Inductive ‘rule’ 
discovery

Practicing rules is important to avoid 
errors

Learners discover target-like 
patterns from repeated occurrence 
of similar utterances

Accuracy vs Fluency Errors need to be eliminated to avoid 
fossilization; accuracy is important

Errors are part and parcel of the 
road to discovering target-like 
patterns; fluency is important

L1 vs L2 use L1 use is needed to explain rules well L1 use is not needed

Product vs Process Language is a static product Language is a dynamic process of 
meaning negotiation

I then analysed the practices and the interviews to explore the teachers’ views of language 
using the distinction between structure-based and dynamic usage-based. The views of the 
TEBs in the case studies tended to reflect more dynamic-usage based ideas than structure-
based ideas, but they also still held contrasting structure-based views. The practices also 
reflected both views. Working in a bilingual stream seemed to positively reinforce a dynamic-
based view of language as English teachers see how rapidly learners develop language when 
they are using it in a meaningful way, but this does not always lead to teachers letting go of 
structure-based views of language.

The analysis of the interviews with English teachers showed that teachers felt their own 
language learning backgrounds, their teacher education experiences, the amount of lesson 
time available for learning and using English, their level of autonomy, and policy guidelines 
influenced both their ideals and their practices. This confirms existing ideas about the elements 
and processes involved in what language teachers think and do. Figure 2 shows how English 
teachers’ background, beliefs and practices interact in bilingual stream contexts.
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Figure 2. Elements and processes in TEBs’ cognitions and practices 
(adapted from Borg, 2006, p. 283)

TEB
COGNITION
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Learning
Experiences

Teacher
Education

About pedagogical and 
collaborative approaches 
(aims, materials, teaching and 
learning activities, speaking 
and writing assignments, 
assessments, feedback), 
learners, language, subject 
matter, self, colleagues, context

Defined by the interaction of 
cognitions and contextual 
factors. Classroom experience 
influences cognitions

Context (e.g. bilingual stream 
policies) mediates cognitions 

and practice. May lead to 
changes in cognitions or create 

tension between cognitions and 
classroom practices

Beliefs,
principles

Personal history 
and experiences

Contextual factors

May impact on or limit
existing cognitions

Classroom
Practice

Conclusion
My research showed that language teachers in CLIL contexts face both challenges and 
opportunities. Stakeholders in bilingual education in the Netherlands have differing ideals for 
language teachers’ pedagogical and collaborative practices. English teachers in bilingual 
streams in the Netherlands are willing to play a pivotal role in CLIL but are not always 
aware of how they could do so, nor supported in doing so. A view of language in CLIL as a 
structure-based foreign language does not automatically equip language teachers with 
tools for the range of pedagogical and collaborative practices they encounter in schools. 
Teacher education and policy guidelines can and should do more to support, encourage and 
enable language teachers to be both creators and agents of change in bilingual streams.
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Teacher education clearly has a role to play in preparing language teachers as well as subject 
teachers for CLIL contexts. Language teachers’ voices and experiences make a valuable 
contribution to CLIL practices. The framework, set of practices, elements and processes in 
language teacher cognition, and case descriptions presented above can be used as a basis for 
developing and designing dedicated teacher education for language teachers in CLIL contexts. 
Based on the findings of this research, I suggest three areas in which pre- and in-service teacher 
education in the Netherlands could adjust their input: linguistics, literature and language arts, 
and collaboration.

Linguistics
In the area of linguistics, it would be helpful to expand the knowledge base for language 
teachers beyond structure-based second language acquisition theories and introduce them 
to views of ‘language using for learning’ (Coyle, Halbach, et al., 2018) in educational contexts. 
For example, dynamic usage-based theories of language, systemic functional linguistics and 
genre pedagogies provide language teachers with a view of language, and tools for teaching 
it, which could help them to move beyond structure-based views of language.

Literature and language arts
Meyer, Halbach and Coyle (2015) provide a planning tool for teaching subject-specific 
literacies (e.g. how historians, scientists, geographers think, write and speak) with exemplars 
for various subjects. They use cognitive discourse functions (e.g. classify, describe, explain) 
and a pluriliteracies model for this. In the area of literature and language arts, teacher 
education could make use of this planning tool to help language teachers teach subject-
specific literacy for their own content (e.g. how literary experts think, write and talk about 
literature). These provide language teachers who take literature and language arts as their 
content, with a view of language as a vehicle for learning and with tools for teaching content 
which are applicable across all subjects. Teacher education could support literature teachers 
in designing tasks which explicitly mirror the approach taken with subject content in other 
subjects. For example, by developing tasks which show learners how to describe and label 
literary devices (e.g. similes, alliteration), explain and define literary terms, compare the use 
of literary devices and assess and evaluate writers’ use of literary devices. This is similar to 
how geography teachers could design tasks which show learners these cognitive discourse 
functions for geography content. The literature review showed that subject teachers and 
language teachers may have different ideas about what to teach and how to teach it, and 
value different things. Using the same approach and language to design tasks may help 
to reduce the gap in understandings between subject teachers and language teachers 
when they collaborate.

Collaboration
In the area of collaboration, teacher education programmes could offer opportunities for 
language and subject teachers to collaborate in developing and delivering cross-curricular 
projects. These could take the form of courses, modules or electives. They could provide 
both input on forms and levels of collaboration (cf. de Graaff, Koopman & Tanner, 2012), and 
other collaboration tools. For example, language and subject teachers could use the same 
planning tool (Meyer et al., 2015) based on cognitive discourse functions and the pluriliteracies 
model to co-design tasks for developing subject-specific literacies. Teacher education could 
thus facilitate the development of a view of ‘language-using for learning’ which can be 
shared by language teachers and content teachers. Language teachers prepared in this 
way may feel more confident and comfortable taking an advisory and pivotal role with 
subject teacher colleagues.
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TEBs in the Netherlands explicitly requested policy guidelines for collaborating with subject 
teachers. As pilots are taking place for a revised quality standard for bilingual education in 
the Netherlands, it would be timely to take this opportunity to adapt the teacher competences 
included in the standard to take account of the range of practices language teachers revealed 
in this research, and a view of ‘language using for learning’ reflecting more usage-based than 
structure-based ideas. In doing so, it is important to maintain the level of autonomy which 
language teachers value by providing guidelines which will facilitate teachers with resources 
and time to develop and shape their pedagogical and collaborative practices.
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Professional Development Activities
CLIL teams, bilingual stream coordinators or teacher educators can use the findings from this 
research for professional development in many different ways. The following activities make 
use of the framework, the survey and the vignettes from the case study to raise awareness of 
the possibilities available to teachers of English in bilingual streams. You may also like to make 
use of the table showing language teaching dilemmas and views of language (table 3 above). 
Here are four suggestions:

	■ Activity 1: Brainstorm ideas for Teachers of English in Bilingual Streams
	■ Activity 2: Compare and contrast ideals
	■ Activity 3: Compare ideals and practices
	■ Activity 4: Explore future directions

The activities can be used or adapted as you see fit, depending on the context and needs of 
the CLIL team at any individual school. They can be used in pre-service teacher education 
or for in-service professional development. Activities 1 and 2 are designed to be carried out 
sequentially – activity 2 builds on activity 1.

Activity 1: Brainstorm ideas
Aim: CLIL teams can identify possible roles for English teachers in a bilingual stream

The focus group study showed that not all English teachers in bilingual streams have the same 
ideals for their role. It also showed that the ideals of subject teachers may differ from those of 
English teachers. A useful first step in professional development could be to find out how all 
the teachers in the bilingual stream perceive the role of the English teachers. This activity can 
either be carried out separately by the English team and the CLIL subject teaching team, or 
jointly in a CLIL team meeting.

Teachers brainstorm in pairs or small groups, writing their ideas on physical or digital post-its 
using different colours for subject teachers and English teachers.

Use the following questions, based on the focus group study to have teachers brainstorm ideas:

What would an ideal English teacher in the lower school bilingual stream do
1. in English lessons, and
2. with subject teacher colleagues?

Simple prompts could include:
	■ English lessons – Types of English – Lesson topics/content – Materials/resources– Language 

focus – Feedback– Assessment – Other
	■ Collaboration with subject teacher colleagues – Lesson planning – Teaching – Lesson 

evaluation - Assessment – Projects – Coaching - Other
	■ More detailed prompts, based on the literature review, could include:
	■ Types of English: general everyday, general academic, classroom, subject-specific, British/

American/English as a Lingua Franca
	■ Lesson topics/content: thematic content, cultural content, school subjects, language
	■ Materials/resources: English course books, English media, literature, subject course books
	■ Language focus: grammar, vocabulary, skills, strategies, genres
	■ Feedback and assessment: speaking and writing tasks for English or other subjects
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Activity 2: Compare and categorise ideas
Aim: CLIL teams can position their ideals for English teachers in bilingual streams in a 
framework, identify shared or contrasting views and agree areas for development.

Teachers read background information on the framework (see the literature review section in 
part 1). They then position their post-its from activity 1 in the relevant quadrant. This provides 
an overview of the teams’ views of the ideal practices of English teachers in bilingual 
streams and reveals any differences between the ideals of English teachers and those 
of subject teachers.

Using the overview, teachers discuss the spread of ideals across the quadrants for the 
framework. They highlight any contrasting views between English teachers and subject 
teachers. They identify opportunities for the English team to adapt their approach 
to teaching or to collaboration with STs and discuss why they would be interested in 
developing these practices.

Activity 3: Compare ideals and practices
Aim: CLIL teams can compare and contrast their ideals for Teachers of English in bilingual 
streams with the current approach in their school.

The CLIL team (both English teacher and subject teacher teams) answers the questions in part 
1 of the survey (see appendix), noting their answers on the answer sheet. This can either be 
done individually, separately as English team and subject teacher team or as a whole team, 
depending on the size of the teams.

The English team answers the question in part 2 of the survey (see appendix), noting their 
answers on the answer sheet. Again, this can be done individually or as a team.

The CLIL team compares and discusses the differences between the ideals of subject teachers 
and English teachers for TEBs and between the ideals of subject teachers and English teachers 
and the approaches the English teachers report taking. They identify areas they would be 
interested in developing.

Activity 4: Explore future directions
Aim: CLIL teams can suggest approaches they would like to develop for English lessons and for 
collaboration between English teachers and subject teachers.

This activity can be carried out separately by the English team or jointly with subject teachers.

The CLIL team divides into eight groups, consisting of either English teachers only or a mix of 
English teachers and subject teachers. Each group receives one vignette taken from the case 
study. They discuss the vignette using the following questions:

	■ What appeals to you about the approach taken in this vignette with respect to the role of 
the English teacher in a bilingual school?

	■ Which aspects of this approach would you consider introducing in your bilingual stream?
	■ What changes would you make to this vignette to adapt it for your bilingual stream?

Each group summarises their discussion and shares their answers with the whole team.

Finally, each group creates their own vignette of a practice they already implement and would 
like to share, or brainstorm vignettes they would like to develop.
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Appendix: Survey – The Role of English Teachers in a Bilingual Stream

The Role of English Teachers in a Bilingual Stream
The survey has two parts which can be used together or separately:

	■ Part 17 Teaching English and collaborating with subject teachers in bilingual streams: 
Teachers’ ideals

	■ Part 28 Teaching English and collaborating with subject teachers in bilingual streams: 
Teachers’ own teaching practice

All the questions relate to teaching English and collaborating with subject teachers in the 
lower school of academic bilingual streams (years 1-3).

1. My ideals for English teachers in a bilingual stream9

What do you think it is important for Teachers of English in bilingual streams (TEBs) to focus on 
in the first three years of secondary school?

Rank each of the following points in order of importance by giving them a number 
from 1 to 4 where:
1 = least important
4 = most important
In every question, use each number only once.

e.g. TEBs should teach...

Rank

A. Mainly British or American English 2

B. A variety of types of international ‘native speaker’ English  
(e.g. Canadian, Irish, Australian, British, American)

3

C. English as a Lingua Franca (e.g. native and non-native speaker English) 1

D. Subject-specific English (e.g. English for history or biology) 4

Write the scores you give on the answer sheet provided separately.

7 For both STs and TEBs
8 For TEBs only
9 For both STs and TEBs
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1.1 TEBs should focus mainly on...
A. Literary and non-literary texts (e.g. short stories, novels, 

poetry, drama, advertising texts, etc.)
B. General English for language and communication (e.g. using a standard EFL course 

book with supplementary materials on current events/ English speaking media)
C. Supporting subject teachers in choosing and adapting course materials
D. Course materials from other subjects taught in English (e.g. 

videos and/ or course texts from a biology lesson)

1.2 The aim of English teachers in bilingual streams should be...
A. to teach learners to interpret and analyse literary and non-literary texts
B. to teach learners to understand, speak and write 

effectively in English in everyday situations
C. to teach subject teacher colleagues CLIL skills
D. to teach learners to understand, speak and write effectively in other subjects 

taught in English (e.g. in presentations for history, lab reports for biology)

1.3 English teachers should give grades for English based on...
A. essays and open questions on text interpretation
B. vocabulary and grammar tests and/ or reading and listening comprehension 

tests, speaking and writing assignments linked to the CEFR
C. speaking or writing assignments from subjects taught in English, linked 

to the CEFR (e.g. For a presentation for biology, a history essay)
D. tests for other subjects taught in English (e.g. language use 

in open test questions for biology or history)

1.4 TEBs should focus on helping...
A. learners to read and understand a variety of mainly 

literary texts (e.g. poems, plays, novels)
B. learners to understand general everyday English
C. learners understand the language of materials used in other subjects taught in English
D. subject teacher colleagues to help learners understand the 

content of course materials for their subject

1.5 TEBs should focus on...
A. analysing language use in literary texts
B. grammatical structures and general, everyday vocabulary 

following a fixed order from more simple to more complex
C. supporting subject teachers in noticing and teaching grammatical structures and 

subject-specific vocabulary in course materials in other subjects taught in English
D. grammatical structures and subject-specific vocabulary as they 

appear in course materials in other subjects taught in English

1.6 TEBs should give feedback on...
A. language use in writing and speaking assignments analysing texts
B. language use in writing and speaking assignments for general, everyday English
C. subject teacher colleagues’ language use in lessons, lesson materials and tests
D. language use in writing and speaking assignments for other subjects taught in English
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1.7 TEBs should...
A. have learners prepare, carry out or peer review writing and speaking 

assignments for analysing texts in English lessons
B. have learners prepare, carry out or peer review writing and speaking 

assignments for everyday communication skills in English lessons
C. help subject teacher colleagues design writing and speaking assignments, 

language support or peer review activities for their subjects
D. have learners prepare, carry out or peer review writing and 

speaking assignments for other subjects taught in English

1.8 TEBs should...
A. concentrate mainly on teaching literature and culture
B. teach everyday language and communication skills
C. always participate in any cross-curricular assignments/ projects
D. team teach language in subject lessons alongside subject teachers

1.9 TEBs should mainly be...
A. A literature and culture teacher
B. A teacher of general everyday English
C. A teacher who supports subject teacher colleagues
D. A teacher of subject-specific language
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Ideals for TEBs Answer sheet
Write the scores you give per letter in the table. Note the total score per letter in the last row.

Ideals Score Score Score Score

1.1 A B C D

1.2 A B C D

1.3 A B C D

1.4 A B C D

1.5 A B C D

1.6 A B C D

1.7 A B C D

1.8 A B C D

1.9 A B C D

Total A B C D

Note the score you gave per letter in the framework below to show your relative preference 
for each quadrant.

A: …

1. Literature/ Language Arts

B: …

2. Language and Communication

C: …

3. Content Support

D: …

4. Subject-specific language
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Part 2 My teaching in a bilingual stream10

2. What do you actually focus on as an English teacher in the bilingual stream 
at your school in the first three years?

In the following questions, indicate how often you focus on each of the items.

e.g. I focus on…

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. Mainly British or American English     

B. A variety of types of 
international ‘native speaker’ 
English (e.g. Canadian, Irish, 
Australian, British, American)

    

C. English as a Lingua 
Franca (e.g. native and 
non-native speaker English)

    

D. Subject-specific English (e.g. 
English for history or biology)

    

10 For TEBs only
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2.1 I focus on...

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. literary and non-literary texts 
(e.g. short stories, novels, poetry, 
drama, advertising texts, etc.)

    

B. general English for language 
and communication (e.g. 
using a standard EFL course 
book with supplementary 
materials on current events/ 
English speaking media)

    

C. supporting subject teachers 
in choosing and adapting 
course materials

    

D. course materials from other 
subjects taught in English 
(e.g. videos and/ or course 
texts from a biology lesson)

    

2.2 My aim when teaching English in the 
bilingual stream is...

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. to teach learners to interpret 
and analyse literary and 
non-literary texts

    

B. to teach learners to understand, 
speak and write effectively in 
English in everyday situations

    

C. to teach subject teacher 
colleagues CLIL skills

    

D. to teach learners to understand, 
speak and write effectively in 
subjects taught in English (e.g. 
in presentations for history, 
lab reports for biology)
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2.3 I give grades for English based on...

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. essays and open questions 
on text interpretation

    

B. vocabulary and grammar 
tests and/ or reading and 
listening comprehension 
tests, speaking and writing 
assignments linked to the CEFR

    

C. tests for other subjects taught 
in English (e.g. language 
use in open test questions 
for biology or history)

    

D. speaking or writing assignments 
from other subjects taught 
in English, linked to the CEFR 
(e.g. for a presentation for 
biology, a history essay)

    

2.4 I focus on helping...

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. learners to read and understand 
a variety of mainly literary texts 
(e.g. poems, plays, novels)

    

B. learners to understand 
general everyday English     

C. subject teacher colleagues 
help learners understand 
the content of course 
materials for their subject

    

D. Learners understand the 
language of materials used in 
other subjects taught in English
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2.5 I focus on...

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. analysing language 
use in literary texts

    

B. grammatical structures and 
general, everyday vocabulary 
following a fixed order from 
more simple to more complex

    

C. supporting subject teachers 
in noticing and teaching 
grammatical structures and 
subject-specific vocabulary as 
they appear in course materials 
in other subjects taught in English

    

D. grammatical structures and 
subject-specific vocabulary as 
they appear in course materials 
in other subjects taught in English

    

2.6 I give feedback on...

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. language use in writing 
and speaking assignments 
analysing texts

    

B. language use in writing and 
speaking assignments for 
general, everyday English

    

C. subject teacher colleague’s 
language use in lessons, 
lesson materials and tests

    

D. language use in writing and 
speaking assignments for other 
subjects taught in English
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2.7 I…

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. have learners prepare, carry 
out or peer review writing 
and speaking assignments for 
analysing texts in English lessons

    

B. have learners prepare, carry 
out or peer review writing 
and speaking assignments 
for everyday communication 
skills in English lessons

    

C. help subject teacher colleagues 
design writing and speaking 
assignments, language 
support or peer review 
activities for their subjects

    

D. have learners prepare, carry 
out or peer review writing and 
speaking assignments for other 
subjects taught in English

    

2.8 I…

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. concentrate on teaching 
literature and culture

    

B. teach everyday language 
and communication skills

    

C. participate in any cross-
curricular assignments/ projects

    

D. team teach language in 
subject lessons alongside 
subject teachers
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2.9 As an English teacher in a bilingual 
school, I would describe myself as...

Never 
 

(1)

Sometimes 
 

(2)

About half 
the time 

(3)

Most of 
the time 

(4)

Always 
 

(5)

A. a literature and culture teacher     

B. a teacher of general 
everyday English

    

C. a teacher who supports 
subject teacher colleagues

    

D. a teacher of subject-
specific language
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TEBs’ practices Answer sheet
Write the scores you give per letter in the table. Note the total score per letter in the last row.

Practices Score Score Score Score

2.1 A B C D

2.2 A B C D

2.3 A B C D

2.4 A B C D

2.5 A B C D

2.6 A B C D

2.7 A B C D

2.8 A B C D

2.9 A B C D

Total A B C D

Note the score you gave per letter in the framework below to show relatively how often you 
take the approaches associated with each quadrant.

A: …

1. Literature/ Language Arts

B: …

2. Language and Communication

C: …

3. Content Support

D: …

4. Subject-specific language
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